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WHY MEDICAL NECESSITY?

Medical necessity is a big topic in our industry. It is a term that has

adopted a variety of definitions and we are looking at an increase

in inappropriately billed claims. We are now having to justify our

clinical decisions while capturing treatment accurately and

effectively. Audits have become everyday industry concerns as we

face the allegations of  inappropriately billed claims. There is a

higher expectation to justify why we are providing services and

how is our clinical expertise what is needed. The standards have

changed and we need to meet the challenges of fluctuating

regulations while complying with the rapid changes in how we are

providing patient care. This course also helps develop a thorough

understanding of medical necessity and provides a

how-to guide for strong documentation. Whether you're a

therapist completing evaluations or an assistant completing

progress notes, every area of rehab documentation is examined.

Computerized documentation or paper versions will never replace

the clinical decision making used to determine medical necessity.

Ongoing training and education are our biggest defenses to

ensure our claims get paid for the therapy services the patients

deserved. Case scenarios focus on typical, everyday occurrences

with an open format to promote group discussion and enhance the

learning experience. Resource tools and reference materials are

provided to promote continued learning beyond the classroom.

- Simplifying  documentation to  decrease time spent  
away from patient care

- Easy strategies for documenting medical necessity 
in any setting 

- The Do?s and Don?ts of documentation in a CLEAR 
and CONCISE manner 

- Hands-on workshop for goal and note writing that 
capture medical necessity without hours of 
documentation

- A better understanding of the review process for 
clinical denials 
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WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

- Examine practical application of integrating company 
policies in accordance with the most recent government 
regulations 
 

- Define Medical Necessity and other terms important to 
skilled rehab services vs. unskilled 
 

- Maximize your time by documenting in a clear and 
concise manner with every aspect of documentation 
 

- Discuss the importance of correctly documenting 
supportive documentation as part of the overall claim 
review 
 

- Complete an audit through better understanding of 
chart documentation and knowing the ?RIGHT? 
questions to ask 
 

* *

  CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT

Physical Therapist s, Physical Therapy Assist ant s: This activity has been 
approved by the Texas Board of Physical Therapy Examiners for 6 CCUs for PTs 
and PTAs (approval # 64014TX)

Occupat ional Therapist s, Occupat ional Therapy Assist ant s: This program 
has been approved by the Texas Occupational Therapy Association for 6 hours 
of OT Education (approval #224-03)

Rehabil i t at ion and Ot her  Professionals: This seminar qualifies for 6.0 
continuing education hours as required by many national, state and local 
licensing boards and professional organizations. Save your course outline and 
certificate of completion, and contact your own board or organization for 
specific filing requirements.  

HOW TO REGISTER
  Questions? visit www.mcrseminars.com OR call: 225-627-3386

  COST:

  $199 Individual

  $189 per person for 2 to 4 participants

  $179 for 5+ participants

  ONLINE REGISTRATION : www.mcrseminars.com

  FAX: 215-699-2326

  MAIL: 425 Williamson Ct.

              Lansdale, PA 19446

  Name ____________________________________________

  Address __________________________________________

                  __________________________________________

  Phone _____________________________

  Email _____________________________________________

  Employer/Agency _________________________________

  Discipline:

   OT COTA PT PTA Other

  Method of Payment: 

-   Check 
-   Visa 
-   Mastercard 
-   Discover 
-   Am Ex

  Credit Card #: ________________________________________________

  Exp. Date _____________                          VIN Code _______________

  Authorizing Signature ________________________________________

     CHOOSE LOCATION: (check  one)

 COURSE CONTENT

DOCUMENTATION AND MEDICAL NECESSITY 

-  Medicare A and the upcoming changes around SNFs and Home Health 
-  Medicare B and outpatient reimbursement 
-  ACOs/bundled payments and the shift in how therapy is being delivered 

  EVALUATIONS  

-  Reasons for Evaluation and how to justify medical necessity 
-  Prior level of Function and what key components to include 
-  Co-morbidities/Complexities and how they will impact reimbursement 
-  Goal Writing and what to add to make it measurable 

  WHAT THE TERMINOLOGY MEANS TO YOUR DOCUMENTATION   

-  Definition of Medical Necessity 
-  Rehab Terminology that must be included in your daily documentation   
-  Skilled vs. Unskilled Terminology- Why you? Why not the YMCA? 

  SUPPORTIVE DOCUMENTATION   

-  Case study: breaking down the components of the plan of treatment 
-  Pitfalls to avoid and why pull down menus aren?t your friend 
-   If you didn?t write it, it didn?t happen 

  CODING AND DIAGNOSES  

-  CPT codes and what will get you paid
-  Avoiding ?Red Flag? codes and why they are denying them   
-  Diagnoses that won?t get you paid 

  DENIALS MANAGEMENT  

- Understanding RAC, MAC, ADR, Denials, and ZPIC audits 
- Reasons for  Denials- top 10 reasons we are not getting paid
- Quality Assurance audits and what can be put in to decrease unpaid claims    

  About  t he Inst ruct or  

                                      

                                    MEGAN REAVIS, MBA, BS, COTA/L

                                    For the past 20 years, Megan has worked                                                  
primarily in the geriatric setting as a clinician and in 
management including Rehab Director and Area Director. 

She started MCR Seminars 9 years ago as a platform for 
educating therapists. She has written and taught continuing 
education courses including ?Creating and Implementing 
Groups?, ?Stop Falling! Decreasing Falls in the Elderly? and 
?Bored? Creative strategies to Maximize Functional Outcomes.? 
Megan has also worked as a consultant for Skilled Nursing 
Facilit ies looking at ways to maximize outcomes to provide 
patient care and managed daily operations. She has also been 
involved in various projects that have included auditing and 
denials management for Skilled Nursing and Outpatient Physical 
Therapy companies. She has been teaching for the past 9 years 
designing workshops to address the needs of Occupational, 
Physical, and Speech Therapists in rehab settings focusing on the 
changing trends of how therapy is being provided in their work 
and community. 

- MAY 14

LUBBOCK, TX

- MAY 15

HOUSTON, TX

-  MAY 16

SAN ANTONIO, TX

-  MAY 17

DALLAS, TX

Course Hours 

     Registration begins at 7:30 a..m. The seminar begins at 8:00 a.m. and concludes at

     3:30 p.m. Coffee/hot tea provided in a.m. There will be a 1-hour break for lunch on

     your own.      


